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Sir,

We read the recent article by Joyce et al. [1] titled ‘‘Breast

clinic referrals: can mastalgia be managed in primary

care?’’ published online in the Irish Journal of Medical

Science (doi:10.1007/s11845-013-1066-z) with great

interest. The authors evaluated symptomatic breast units’

referrals and attendances, and they wanted to correlate

referrals and attendances with diagnoses to identify a

cohort of patients who may be suitable for management in

a primary care setting. They concluded that because

patients under 35 with isolated mastalgia have a very low

risk for breast cancer, a primary care setting may be

appropriate for the evaluation of these patients. When we

read the article, a few questions came to mind. We feel that

clarification regarding the following details would be

useful.

First, we would like to know more about the compo-

nents of the triple assessment used in the study. As is

known, the components of a triple assessment are clinical

examination, radiological assessment (mammography or

ultrasound) and pathological assessment (cytology or

biopsy). According to the Royal College of Radiologists

guidelines, the initial radiological assessment for symp-

toms related to the breast is mammography for patients

over the age of 35 and ultrasound for patients under 35 [2].

As a dense breast is more common in patients under 35,

radiological imaging is not sensitive in picking up any

suspicious lesions. We are curious about what kind of

procedure the authors used for radiological assessment in

both groups: mammography or ultrasound? If they did not

use the same procedure for both groups, then how was

statistical analysis done for two groups of patients with

different imaging modalities?

Second, in Table 2, the authors called one of the

symptoms ‘‘mastalgia plus abscess’’. However, this situa-

tion could be called pain, and mastalgia could be defined as

a pain that continues more than five days and affects daily

life [3]. During the evaluation of an abscess, ultrasound is

the first-line investigation due to its painless application

and because it provides regular breast evaluation during the

therapy [4]. We are curious about whether mammography

was used as an imaging modality during the evaluation of

patients with ‘‘mastalgia plus abscess’’? Which procedure

was used by the authors?

Finally, the authors highlighted very important points

regarding time, cost and usage of the sources in the man-

agement of patients with mastalgia. Clarification of the

points we mentioned above would make this article more

understandable and valuable.
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